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Executive Chair
The CXO™ chair offers a refreshingly cool look that will
enhance any office environment.
Available in variety of models. Options include polished
aluminum finish, soft wheel casters, silver mesh back
and California Fire Code #133.
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6200 Series

FEATURES
HEADREST

MESH BACKING

Optional headrest with ENERSORB™
foam adjusts up/down with an
innovative coat hook built into it’s
design. Headrest is field installable.

CXO’s breathable mesh back
with ABLEX™ patterned weave
provides generous lumbar support
while allowing dynamic movement.
Air flows freely through this
breathable mesh for added
comfort in any environment.

THORACIC / LUMBAR SUPPORT

4D - ARMRESTS

The contoured thoracic lumbar
support pad with ENERSORB™ foam
can be easily adjusted up and down
and in and out for personalized
support and comfort.

Spring-loaded ball bearing ratcheting
system (patent pending) operates the
armrests. Armrests-move up/down,
in/out, complete with lockable
swivel and forward/ backward arm
pad adjustment.

EXTREME COMFORT

FOUR-WAY STRETCH FABRIC

The CXO’s energy absorbing,
ENERSORB™ seat, lumbar and
headrest foam offers unsurpassed
comfort. Covered with four-way
stretch Mystic, dual-layer, perforated
fabric, CXO provides exceptional
airflow and endless comfort.

Dual-layer standard Mystic fabric is
perforated for exceptional airflow.
It also has a four way stretch, which
moves perfectly with the ENERSORB™
foam for added comfort and durability.

MECHANISM

BASE

Synchronous knee tilt mechanism
with slow seat and back release.
Intuitive side tension control,
multi position lock, pneumatic height
adjustment and an integrated seat
slider for depth adjustment.

5 prong die-cast aluminum base
with anti-slip treads. 2” mag wheel
carpet casters.
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Dimensions
Model:

6200D
L6200D

6200

6202
L6202

width
depth
height

27”-29.5”
27”-29.5”
47.5”-55”

27”-29.5”
27”-29.5”
36.5”-41.5”

27”
27”
38”

Seat Height:

16”-21”

16”-21”

17.5”

Weight:

81lbs

79lbs

60lbs

Volume:

19 cu ft

19 cu ft

17 cu ft

Seat Width:

20”

20”

20”

Seat Depth:

18.5”-20.5”

18.5”-20.5”

18.5”

Back Width:

21.5”

21.5”

21.5”

Back Height:

28.5”-31.5”

20”

20”

OVERALL
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